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World news

'Not going to be a
victory lap' in Iraq,
Obama says
President Barack Obama, ahead of tonight's speech, tells U.S.
troops that "Iraq has an opportunity to create a better future for
itself and the U.S. is more secure."  Full story
Newsweek: Obama must sell a war without end
The war that made Obama president ends in a whimper
NYT: Five years later, an Iraqi mother comes face to face
with her dead son

  See iconic images
from the Iraq war
— and vote for
the most memorable

AP

Henry  Romero / Reuters

Mexico nabs alleged drug lord 'La Barbie'
Capture of suspected kingpin seen as rare coup for beleaguered government. Full story
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Earl on path for
N. Carolina,
then due north
Hurricane Earl churned on a
path toward the North
Carolina coast on Tuesday
after lashing Puerto Rico and
northeast Caribbean islands
with winds, rain and waves.

Mexico nabs alleged drug lord 'La Barbie'
  Shooter kills 4 Israelis in West Bank

  Analysis: Mideast talks? Deja vu, anyone?
  Attack on bar in Cancun leaves 8 dead

Rescuers begin drilling escape tunnel for miners
Al-Maliki: 'Iraq today is sovereign and independent'
Dutch holding passengers on terror suspicions
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First Thoughts:
From 'shock and
awe' to a
whimper
The president prepares for an
evening Oval Office address,
marking the end of combat
operations in Iraq. Why the
administration isn’t declaring
victory or "mission
accomplished."

Iraq, George W. Bush, and the politics of the surge
  Obama honors troops as Iraq combat mission

ends
Gibbs: Troop pullout should be permanent

  Department of Unfortunate Metaphors
AK Senate hopeful seeks probe of election observer
Some states sue over health care, but line up for subsidies
NYT: Man battles neighbors over 'patriotic' flag
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Markets
Quotes delayed 15+ min.

Dow industrials
+35.34 +0.35%
last 10045.07

Nasdaq
+2.23 +0.11%
last 2122.2

S&P 500
+3.18 +0.30%
last 1052.1
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Stocks edge
higher after
confidence
report

  A surprise jump in
consumer confidence
Tuesday gave stocks a
modest lift, but the gains were
kept in check as investors
remain cautious about the
economy.

A decade of change in housing patterns
Burst of buying drove up June home prices
Surprise rise in August consumer confidence

  Investors brace for dreaded 'September effect'
Red Tape: When your bank is out to kill you
Risks rise for China's economic miracle
As summer fades, so do auto discounts
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Our preseason
NFL All-Pros

  Evan Silva highlights the
game's best players on
offense, defense and special
teams.

  Who’s rising and who’s declining in NFL?
  CFT: Ingram has knee surgery, will miss 'Bama

opener
Live tennis scoreboard from the U.S. Open
PFT: Columnist suspended for Big Ben tweet hoax
HBT: Let's stop pretending that Manny stinks now
HBT: Looks like Pete Rose still has gambling problem
Josh Hamilton's knee issue may be serious
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more photos
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NBC Sports
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Lindsay Lohan:
'I was
irresponsible'
In a new interview --
conducted before she went to
jail or rehab -- Lindsay Lohan
claims her wild days are
behind her.

Sandra Bullock: Son is my ‘crown prince’
Paris Hilton charged with felony possession
Train wrecks, has-beens and more go ‘Dancing’
'Dancing With the Stars' cast unveiled
Rolling Stone gets inside 'Mad Men'
Secret testimony reveals stars' 'Bling Ring' loss
Did Anne Hathaway chop off her hair?
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cast
more photos
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more photos
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Cooling therapy
chills heart
attack deaths
As medical procedures go,
cooling therapy is simple:
Chill the patient about six
degrees Fahrenheit — using
cold intravenous saline,
cooling blankets or ice packs
— and wait 24 hours; then
re-warm the patient slowly.
But it's having lifesaving
effects.

'Confetti' skin disease spoils the party for bad genes
  FDA looks to curb abuse of cough medicine

  Chilean miners 'suffering like soldiers'
  Drug cuts stroke risk by half vs aspirin: study

NYT: Army revises training to deal with unfit recruits
When bedbugs attack, homeowners get desperate
C-section rate will keep rising, experts say
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Cosmic Log:
Prehistoric
feasting hall
found
Science editor Alan Boyle's
Weblog: Archaeologists find a
cave in Israel that was clearly
used for funerals and feasts
12,000 years ago, during a
time when humans were just
starting to settle down in
villages.

Hurricane Earl from space
  Facebook 'like' spam not spam, startup company

says
  Web video: Woman throws puppies in river, 4chan

tracks her down
  Are volcanic eruptions increasing?

  Great views from outer space
Satellite-watchers worry about China
NASA test-fires rocket with uncertain future
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The largest sand
piles in North
America

  Across from shallow
creeks at the base of the
14,000-foot Sangre de Cristo
Mountains sit the largest sand
piles in North America, kept in
place by wind and water.

  Be careful at the car rental counter
Heavy footprints on national parks
Tourism in New Orleans showing signs of life
Dutch holding passengers on terror suspicions
Virgin America starts flights to Los Cabos, Cancun
Disability issues bring $500K penalty for AirTran

  Qantas flight returns to SF with engine trouble
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Pickling your
own summer
veggies a snap!
Matthew Benson, a
contributing editor to Organic
Gardening magazine, grows
his own food and his wife
does the pickling. Benson
shows readers how they can
pickle their own vegetables.

10 dating red flags women need to know
Dad with dementia: Once a man, twice a child
Chicken and ribs for your next barbecue
Yummy! Mouthwatering macaroni and cheese
Makeover! Mom, marathon runner tames tresses
What’s in a Twinkie? 37 or so ingredients
Bobbie's Buzz: Make back-to-school fun (and functional)
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